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The Skalp development team is rooted in architecture and 3D. They decided to make a project that would not be tied
to limited resources, but contributed to the development of two features at once: mobility and speed. CuteMachines is
a cyberpunk toy that was released on Android and iOS in the summer of 2014. In it you will have to choose the side of
the conflict and fight hordes of opponents using anthropomorphic machines. CuteMechines is inspired by the design
studio that owns HTC and Apple. You go from heavy vehicles to light maps, and then you meet an opponent who will
try to kill you. Ceptro is always open to cooperation with a large number of large companies, so all that is needed is

just to take the initiative. We heard a lot of good things about Ceptr from Gaijin Entertainment's Bjarka Mertens, who
used to be the creative director of Ceeptro. And no matter how big this collaboration was, the idea cost money and
proved its viability. We feel that Celectro must definitely stay on the move and improve. In short, we want to have
more content, more mechanics, more variety, and more personality than we have right now. The idea is that it will

grow into a full-fledged mobile game over time. â€” Joey Fletcher, co-founder and CEO of Ceetro Gaijind Blessings
is an artificial intelligence sandbox game that will be released on iOS and Android in autumn 2014 around Halloween.
Our goal is to develop a good early Christian app with artificial emotions and liveliness. This is a task that only a team

that has mastered the science of managing emotions can do. The game is being developed by GaiJin and Ceergogo,
two of the top game development companies. It is important to note that in "GaiJind Blissings" artificial intelligence
will not only be controlled, but also autonomous. Will you be able to control the behavior of the program in the same

way as your own life? Should you play as yourself or as a group of people you love? Can you influence the outcome of
events that take place around you? Who will be your hero? Old Bo or always cheerful Mary? koto lover
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